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Title – Mr. Lemoncello’s Library Olympics
Author – Chris Grabenstein
Call Number – JF GRABENSTEIN
Book Description Welcome, boys and girls, readers of all ages, to the first-ever Library Olympiad! Kyle and his
teammates are back, and the world-famous game maker, Luigi Lemoncello, is at it again! This
time Mr. Lemoncello has invited teams from all across America to compete in the first ever
LIBRARY OLYMPICS. Will it be fun? Like the commercials say. . . HELLO? It's a
Lemoncello! But something suspicious is going on . . . books are missing from Mr. Lemoncello's
library. Is someone trying to CENSOR what the kids are reading?! In between figuring out mindboggling challenges, the kids will have to band together to get to the bottom of this mystery.
Now it's not just a game -- can Mr. Lemoncello find the real defenders of books.

Title – Curse of the Boggin
Author – D. J. MacHale
Call Number – JF MacHALE
Book Description There’s a place beyond this world where spirits tell their tales — stories that ended too soon, or
don’t end at all. It’s a place for unexplainable things: mysteries without solutions.
Ghosts. Boogeymen. They all have a story.
Marcus and his friends have found the key to unlock the Library. And they need to use it,
because, clearly, something is up. Some strange guy in a bathrobe haunts them; fires rage and
flare out in an instant; a creepy old lady shows up at Marcus’s house. . . . At first Marcus thinks
he’s going nuts, until the terror gets real. The Library may hold some answers, but if there’s an
unfinished mystery, the three friends will have to complete the story . . . any way they possibly
can.

Title – The Littlest Bigfoot
Author – Jennifer Weiner

Call Number – JF WEINER
Book Description Alice Mayfair, twelve years old, slips through the world unseen and unnoticed. Ignored by her
family and shipped off to her eighth boarding school, Alice would like a friend. And when she
rescues Millie Maximus from drowning in a lake one day, she finds one.
But Millie is a Bigfoot, part of a clan who dwells deep in the woods. Most Bigfoots believe that
people —NoFurs, as they call them — are dangerous, yet Millie is fascinated with the No-Fur
world. She is convinced that humans will appreciate all the things about her that her Bigfoot tribe
does not: her fearless nature, her lovely singing voice, and her desire to be a star.
Alice swears to protect Millie’s secret. But a league of Bigfoot hunters is on their trail, led by a
lonely kid named Jeremy. And in order to survive, Alice and Millie have to put their trust in each
other — and have faith in themselves — above all else.

Title – The Best Man
Author – Richard Peck
Call Number – JF PECK
Book Description Archer Magill has spent a lively five years of grade school with one eye out in search of grownup role models. Three of the best are his grandpa, the great architect; his dad, the great vintage
car customizer; and his uncle Paul, who is just plain great. These are the three he wants to be.
Along the way he finds a fourth — Mr. McLeod, a teacher. In fact, the first male teacher in the
history of the school.
But now here comes middle school and puberty. Change. Archer wonders how much change has
to happen before his voice does. He doesn't see too far ahead, so every day or so a startling
revelation breaks over him. Then a really big one when he's the best man at the wedding of two
of his role models. But that gets ahead of the story.
In pages that ripple with laughter, there's a teardrop here and there. And more than a few insights
about the bewildering world of adults, made by a boy on his way to being the best man he can
be.

Title – The Creeping Shadow
Author – Jonathan Stroud
Call Number – JF STROUD

Book Description After leaving Lockwood & Co. at the end of The Hollow Boy, Lucy is a freelance operative,
hiring herself out to agencies that value her ever-improving skills. One day she is pleasantly
surprised by a visit from Lockwood, who tells her he needs a good Listener for a tough
assignment. Penelope Fittes, the leader of the giant Fittes Agency wants them -- and only them -to locate and remove the Source for the legendary Brixton Cannibal. They succeed in their very
dangerous task, but tensions remain high between Lucy and the other agents. Even the skull in
the jar talks to her like a jilted lover. What will it take to reunite the team? Black marketeers, an
informant ghost, a Spirit Cape that transports the wearer, and mysteries involving Steve Rotwell
and Penelope Fittes just may do the trick. But, in a shocking cliffhanger ending, the team learns
that someone has been manipulating them all along. . . .

Title – More Than Magic
Author – Kathryn Lasky
Call Number – JF LASKY
Book Description Ryder Holmsby is the same age as Rory, the popular TV cartoon character her animator parents
created. Ryder and Rory are alike — bold and brave! But Ryder is a bit lonely: Mom passed
away a couple of years ago, and Dad is dating a woman with snooty teenage daughters. Ryder
doesn’t fit in with them at all.
And then: Shazam! Rory jumps out of the TV into Ryder’s bedroom to tell her that the TV studio
behind her parents’ show is trying to turn Rory into a dopey princess — no more adventures. She
needs Ryder’s help! The two girls team up with a crew of animated and real-life friends to save
the day in both worlds.

Title – Hundred Percent
Author – Karen Young
Call Number – JF YOUNG
Book Description The last year of elementary school is big for every kid. In this novel, equal parts funny and
crushing, utterly honest and perfect for boys and girls alike, Christine Gouda faces change at
every turn, starting with her own nickname — Tink — which just doesn't fit anymore. Readers
will relate to this strong female protagonist whose voice rings with profound authenticity and

absolute novelty, and her year's cringingly painful trials in normalcy — uncomfortable
Halloween costumes, premature sleepover parties, crushed crushes, and changing friendships.
Throughout all this, Tink learns, what you call yourself, and how you do it, has a lot to do with
who you are. This book marks beloved author Karen Romano Young's masterful return to
children's literature: a heartbreakingly honest account of what it means to be between girl and
woman, elementary and middle school, inside and out — and just what you name that inbetween self.

